Abstract :In this paper, a solution procedure has been given for the Multi-Objective Interval Solid Transportation Problem under stochastic environment (MOISTP) where the cost coefficients of the objective functions have been taken as stochastic intervals whereas the source availability, destination demand and conveyance capacities have been taken as random variables by the decision makers. The problem has been transformed into a classical multiobjective transportation problem where the multiple objective functions are minimized by using fuzzy programming approach. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the approach.
models and methods for solving multi_ objective interval solid Transportation problems in stochastic environment [20, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] ,solution procedures for solid fixed cost bi-criterion indefinite quadratic transportation problem under stochastic environment [20] . S.K.Das et al. [21] , developed the theory and methodology for multi-objective transportation problem with interval cost, source and destination parameters. Expected value of fuzzy variable and fuzzy expected value models presented by Baoding Liu and Yian-Kui Liu [22] .
The fuzzy set theory concept was first introduced by Zadeh [23] . Linear programming problems with several objective functions was solved by using fuzzy membership functions by Zimmerman [24] and he showed that the results obtained from fuzzy are always efficient. A special type of nonlinear membership function was used for the vector maximum linear programming problem [25] .
In this paper, the idea of stochastic environment has been employed for MOISTP a method has been proposed to solve the MOISTP. Using expectation of random variables, we have constructed an equivalent crisp model to the given MOISTP. To obtain the solution of this equivalent problem, we have used fuzzy programming approach. In order to illustrate the proposed method, numerical examples are provided.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic idea of MOISTP has been given. In Section 3, definitions of interval arithmetic and related definitions have been given. The formulation of crisp objective function and crisp constraint have been given in the section-4 and section-5
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respectively. Expected value of MOISTP is given in Section-6. Fuzzy programming approach for the solution of MOISTP is given in Section-7. The numerical example is given in section 8 along with the solution to illustrate the approach.
Multi-objective Interval Solid TransportationProblem (MOISTP)
The MOISTP is a generalization of the multiobjective solid transportation problem in which input data are expressed as stochastic variables as well as stochastic intervals instead of point values. These types of problems arise only when uncertainty occurs in data. The decision makers consider it as more convenient to express it as intervals which can be stated as follows.
Problem-I :
Where [c Let   (., /, +, -) be a binary operation on the set of real numbers. If A and B are closed intervals, then A  B = { a  b: aA, bB } (6) defines a binary operation on the set of closed intervals. In the case of division, it is assumed that 0 B. The interval operations used in this research paper are as given below.
where 'k' is real number.
Order relation between Intervals
The order relations which represent the decision makers' preference between interval costs are defined for the minimization problems. Let the uncertain costs from two alternatives be represented by intervals 'A' and 'B' respectively. It is assumed that the cost of each alternative is known only to lie in the corresponding interval. 
Formulation of the crisp objective function
In this section, the formulation of original interval objective function has been made as a crisp one. 
Theorem 4.1 It can be proved that A ≤
Using the theorem 4.1, Definition 4.1 is simplified as follows. (8) and (11) as
where c 
The centre of the objective function
The solution set of the Problem-I defined by Definition 4.2 is also obtained as the Pareto optimal solution of the two multi-objective problem as:
,…,P, subject to the constraints (2) - (5) respectively where Z p R and Z p C are as stated as in equations (16) and (17).
Formulation of the crisp constraint
By using the theory of interval arithmetic [18, 19] , the Problem-I is converted into its equivalent form as follows .
Problem -II:
Minimize 
Expected value of stochastic variable
In this section, the expected value of a stochastic variable is defined. Definition 6.1 Let ' ' be a random variable whose expected value is defined by
Pr{ ≤ r }dr provided that at least one of the two integrals is finite where r   [14] .
Let 
Expected value model for MOISTP
The expected value model (EVM) which optimizes some expected objective function subjected to some expected constraints, for example ,minimizing the expected time, minimizing expected cost, maximizing expected profit etc. Normally if we want to find a decision with maximum expected return subjected to some expected constraints then we have the following EVM, 
for any feasible solution x ijk. In n multiple objective problems we employ the following expected value multiobjective programming (EVMOP). 
for atleast one index l The expected value model for the problem II defined in section 5 takes the form Problem -III: Minimize
Rijk ] x ijk p = 1, 2, 3,…,P, subject to: The problems proposed in the previous sections are constructed under stochastic environment. In order to find the suitable solution for the problems, the expected value, critical value or credibility measure must be calculated. If the stochastic parameters are complex, the computing objective values subject to the constraints becomes a time consuming one. Due to this, it is better to convert the models into their crisp equivalents by using the appropriate probability levels defined by the decision makers.
By using the linearity of expected value operator of random variable, the Problem-III is equivalent to :
Rijk ] x ijk p = 1, 2, 3,…,P, subject to: Rk ] , k =1,2,3, …, l. where x ijk ≥ 0 , for any i, j, k.
7.FuzzyProgramming approach for MOISTP
The MOISTP can be considered as a vector minimum problem. The first step to solve the problem is to assign, for each objective, two values U p and L p as upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the p-th objective, where U p is the highest acceptable level for achievement for the p-th objective, L p is the aspired level of achievement for the p-th objective and d p = U p -L p is the degradation allowance for the p-th objective. Once the aspiration levels and degradation allowance for each objective have been specified, we have formed the fuzzy model and then convert the fuzzy model into a crisp model. The steps of the fuzzy programming approach may be summarized as follows.
Algorithm:
Step 1. Solve the multi-objective interval solid transportation problem using one objective at a time(ignoring all others) subject to the given set of constraints by using any one of the suitable evolutionary technique. Let X Step 2. From the results of step1, the values of all the objective functions will be calculated at all these 'P' optimal points. Then a payoff matrix is formed. The diagonal of the matrix constitutes individual optimum minimum values for the P objectives.The 'X * P ''s are the individual optimal solutions and each of these are used to determine the values of other individual objectives, thus the payoff matrix is developed as follows:
We find the upper and lower bound for each objective from the payoff matrix. 
Step 5. Formulate a fuzzy linear programming problem. By using max-min operator, the equivalent fuzzy linear programming problem for the multiobjective interval solid transportation problem is formulated as follows:
For right limit of the objective function Z P R (x), the fuzzy linear programming problem is obtained as 2, 3 ,...,P, with the given constraints and
For the centre of the objective function Z p C (x), the fuzzy linear programming problem is obtained as 2, 3 ,...,P, with the given constraints and   0, where
Find out an optimal solution of the foregoing problem by using any existing method. Substituting this optimal value in each objective we get an optimal compromise interval of each objective.
Numerical Example: .
When the objective functions' coefficients of c Using Eqs. (16) and (17) in (26) and using the expectation of the random variables, the corresponding equivalent classical MOISTP can be expressed as (Table-1 and Table-2) . Using the equations (16) and (17) and expectation of random variables the equivalent deterministic MOISTP can be expressed as: 
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a solution procedure for multi-objective interval solid transportation problem under stochastic environment using fuzzy programming approach. All source availability, destination demand and conveyance capacities have been taken as stochastic intervals for each criterion. Expectation of a random variable has been used to transform the problem into a classical multiobjective transportation problem where the objectives which are the right limit and centre of the interval objective functions are minimized. The main advantage of fuzzy programming is that, for a MOISTP with 'p' objective functions, this approach leads to p non-dominated solutions and one optimal compromise solution, whereas other algorithms leads to more than p non-dominated and dominated solutions from which the decision maker can choose a compromise solution.
